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“Internet flaming” has the potential to joggle traditional values and norms of sports. It needs 
to be examined that societal background and characteristic about “Internet Flaming”, due to 
clarify the “Internet flaming” effects.
Therefor, this paper examines societal background and characteristic of “Internet Flam-
ing” based on “carnivals” ─instantaneous behavior in late modernity─ and characteristics 
of Internet communication.
Until now, “Carnivals” express festivals and annual events that are ‘non-ordinary,’ that 
contrasts with everyday life. But in late modernity, it’s suggested that people behave like 
“carnivals” in everyday life. Everyday life has become fluid, composed of instantaneous be-
havior supported by cooperativity. Also, It’s Internet communication is conditioned by the 
characteristic anonymity and have set and discretion normally.
In conclusion, It’s suggest that “Internet flaming” in our everyday life “carnivals” in late 
modernity conditioned by the characteristic of the Internet called “anonymity crowds”.
Ⅰ．緒言
1．問題の所在
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